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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose an image inpainting approach based
on generative adversarial networks (GANs). The model consists of an inpainting network, two discriminative networks,
local and global respectively, and a novel neural feature network. The inpainting network generates image content to
regress the missing parts with an encoder-decoder. The two
discriminative networks jointly guide the synthesized content to be consistent both locally and globally. The neural
feature network, which constrains feature smoothness using
feature maps of lower layers of deep neural network, serves
as an effective extra regularization term for the inpainting
network, ensuring the generated images to preserve structure consistence. Via extensive experiments and comparison
with traditional patch matching approaches, we qualitatively
and quantitatively demonstrate that our approach can make
good use of the features information of images, and perform
efficient and realistic inpainting.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Image inpainting algorithms have a long history of development. Approaches based on partial differential equations [1, 3]
are proposed earlier. It works well for small patches. Another generally studied and applied method is based on image
texture synthesis [5–9, 19, 20, 22, 23, 31, 35] method. This
method has achieved significant experimental results, especially in the background completion tasks, such as sky. But
it fails to utilize the features of the entire image. For some
circumstances, such as images of faces or some exquisite objects, the completion results can not make global structural,
semantic and visually consistent.
Recently, the field of image inpainting has experienced
great process thanks to convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [24] and generative adversarial networks (GANs) [11].
These approaches could model the context information by
learning from labeled observations just like some active learning methods [38, 39]. Deepak [28] et al proposed context
encoder, which can generate semantically consistent completion results based on GANs [11]. It uses the auto-encoder
network to generate image and allows the extraction and utilization of high-level semantic feature, making the generated
content consistent with the original image. This method can
apply for complex image inpainting tasks, such as human
faces and complex scenes.
However, existing model show deficiency when size of input
is relatively small. Consider the circumstance where a 32 × 32
pixel block convolves with a 3 × 3 convolution kernel, which
can only affect the features of a pixel. It obviously causes the
loss of contextual feature information due to distance. The
important feature information is missing in the convolution
process, and the features of interest are not selected. As a
result, the completed images fail to keep consistency around
the boundary, content structure distorted, and the texture
not clear enough. Therefore, we propose a modified generative
completion model, which add a pre-trained network based
on neural features.
The algorithm we propose can be mainly divided into two
parts. The first part was used to initially generate image,
based on the Encoder-Decoder model. The encoder map the
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masked image into a feature representation, which is used by
the decoder to reconstruct images. With the Encoder-Decoder
as the generator, we adopt two discriminators, local discriminator and global discriminator, to apply for the GANs [11]
framework. The local discriminator encourages realistic and
semantically consistent details in the masked region, while
the global discriminator enforces the generated content to be
consistent with the original image.
The second part is the features network. In this part, we
adopt a pre-trained VGG-19 [32] network to extract the features of the image. We compare the feature maps of the
original image with those of the generated image. The result
was used to construct the loss function, which serves as regularization to the texture and structure of the synthesised
content. The generate model is optimized in a gradual way
and achieves satisfying performances in small image inpainting tasks. The generated images are visually and semantically
consistent.
Our proposed method contributes as follows:
∙ We propose a neural features network, which makes
the model learn texture and semantic features and
promotes image inpainting performance.
∙ We propose a joint inpainting framework, which completes the masked image through a global content constraint, local content constrain, and texture features
constraint.
∙ The two discriminator enhances generated content of
the image.
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and global fidelity separately, the model can generate more
details, while maintaining the consistency of the whole image.
In face images completion, Li [26] proposed similar method.
The model leverages two discriminators, dealing with local
and global discrimination respectively, finally adding a face
parsing network to form the generative face completion model. It can generated realistic face images, which are consistent
both in pixel and semantic. But these methods often require
image fusion operations on the boundaries of the mask.

3

APPROACH

As shown in Fig.1, the model consists of one generator, two
discriminators and a neural feature network. The generator
completes an image with an encoder-decoder, while the two
discriminators determine whether the generated image is
true or false in global and local respectively. In addition, the
novel neural feature network is used to further improve the
generated image in structure and texture. We describe these
networks in detail as follows.

3.1

Generator

The generator adopts the encoder-decoder structure. We use
the conv1 to conv3 layers of the VGG-19 [32] network and
add a full connection layer as the encoder. The decoder adopts symmetrical structure, correspondingly using the deconv
and unpooling layers. The network structure settings of the
generator are shown in the Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1: The structure of the encoder in generator

2

RELATED WORK

Image inpainting algorithms can be divided into two major
categories. The first is traditional image inpainting algorithms, including image inpainting based on image texture synthesis
[5–9, 19, 20, 22, 23, 31, 35], image inpainting based on partial
differential equations [1, 3] and other representative methods
[12–14, 21, 29]. The second is an image inpainting method
based on convolutional neural networks, which mainly uses
self-learning methods [18, 36, 37] for image inpainting.
The concept of image inpainting was first proposed by
Bertalmio [3]. Meanwhile, image inpainting algorithms based
on partial differential equations [1, 3] emerged. The method
complete images with small areas missing. The patch-based
method was first used for image texture synthesis [8]. This
method synthesizes the target image by sampling the original
image, and extended to image stitching techniques [23]. The
patchmatch [2] method can achieve real-time image processing based on these methods. However, these methods cannot
fill holes with complex structures.
Recently, deep learning and GAN-based image inpainting
methods [18, 27] have shown promising prospect. Context
Encoder [28] is the first to apply GANs [11], which utilized an
encoding and decoding network. It introduced adversaries loss,
combined with L2 loss as the objective function. It exhibit
good inpainting ability. Soon, targeted at the incompatibility
of CE in keeping global consistency, Ishikawa [15] et al introduced two discriminator. With two discriminators judge local

Type

conv. pool. conv. pool. conv. pool. conv. pool. fc.

defc.

Kernel 3×3 2×2 3×3 2×2 3×3 2×2 3×3 2×2 Stride 1×1 2×2 1×1 2×2 1×1 2×2 1×1 2×2 Outputs 32
64 128 256 1024 4096

Table 2: The structure of the decoder in generator

3.2

Type

Kernel

Stride

Scale

Outputs

reshape.
unsample.
conv.
unsample.
conv.
unsample.
conv.
unsample.
conv.

3×3
3×3
3×3
3×3

1×1
1×1
1×1
1×1

2
2
2
2
-

256
64
64
32
32

Discriminator

The generator can generate preliminary low-level content, but
only with a fuzzy shape, often not realistic enough. In order
to generate realistic images, we introduced the GANs [11]
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Global Discriminator

Neural feature
network
FC

Encoder
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Decoder

local Discriminator

Figure 1: The network architecture. It consists of one generator, two discriminators and a neural feature
network. The generator generates a preliminary image. The global discriminator determine whether the
whole generated image is true or false. The local discriminator determine whether the local generated image
is true or false. The neural feature network, which is a pretrained model and remains fixed. It is used to
further generate a clearer image of the texture.
Table 3: The structure of global discriminator
Type

conv. conv. conv. conv. conv. conv. conv. sigmoid.

Kernel 3×3 4×4 4×4 4×4 4×4 4×4 4×4
Stride
1×1 2×2 2×2 2×2 2×2 2×2 1×1
Outputs 32 32 64 128 256 128 1

1

Table 4: The structure of local discriminator
Type

conv. conv. conv. conv. conv. sigmoid.

Kernel 3×3 4×4 4×4 4×4 4×4
Stride
1×1 2×2 2×2 2×2 1×1
Outputs 64 64 128 256 1

1

framework with some changes. We adopt two discriminators,
a global discriminator and a local discriminator. The local
discriminator is used to discriminate whether the synthesized mask region is real or fake. It encourages the generator
to generate the details of the missing region. However, its
limitations are also obvious. It can only discriminate local
pixels. The new pixels it generates are limited to the pixels
in the mask region. Moreover, the local discriminator can
hardly affect pixels outside the mask region. This leads to
inconsistency between the generated content with the rest
of the image. Therefore, we propose another global discriminator, which takes the whole image as input and makes
judgement. Global discriminator will not only make the missing image content realistic, but also enforce the content of
the whole image consistent. The network structure settings
of the discriminator are shown in the Table 3 and Table 4.

3.3

Neural Features

However, with above modules, the texture of the generated content still not clear enough. A recent study by C. Li
and M. Wand [25] found that the features extracted from
different convolution layers of image have different meanings [4, 10, 17, 33, 34]. In the middle convolution layer, the
neural features are similar to the contents of image. But in
the lower layers, The neural features of convolutional layer
tend to represent the styles of image. Inspired by the above
ideas, we utilized a pre-trained VGG-19 [32] classification
model and introduced conv3 neural feature constraint, by
extracting the conv3 feature maps of the original image and
the generated image respectively. As experiments show, it can
make the synthesized texture in the masked region clearer.
Since the conv3 features relate to pixels not only within, but
around the mask region, it further enforce the synthesized
texture consistent with the surrounding.

3.4

Objective Function

First, we construct an 𝐿2 loss function, which is the 𝐿2
distance between the original image and the generated image.
We also adopt adversarial loss, which is defined as:
min max 𝑉 (𝐺, 𝐷) =𝐸𝑥∼𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 (𝑥) [𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐷(𝑋))]
𝐺

𝐷

(1)

+ 𝐸𝑧∼𝑝𝑧 (𝑍) [𝑙𝑜𝑔(1 − (𝐷(𝑋)))]
where 𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 (𝑥) is the distribution of real variables, and
𝑝𝑧 (𝑍) is the distribution of noise variables. The adversarial
loss aims to make the generator generate photorealistic image
to deceive the discriminators, while the discriminator makes
the best efforts to tell them apart. Corresponding to the
two discriminators, we also introduced two adversarial loss,
which were defined as 𝐿𝑏1 and 𝐿𝑏2 respectively. Moreover,
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to regularize the generated content in feature level, we also
adopt features style loss, defined as follows:
∑︁
𝐷𝑆𝐿 (𝑋, 𝑌 ) =
(𝐹𝑋𝐿 (𝑘, 𝑙) − 𝐹𝑌 𝐿 (𝑘, 𝑙))2
(2)
𝑘,𝑙

In the above formula, X is a real image and Y is a generated
image. The 𝐹𝑋𝐿 (𝑖) is the 𝑖th element of the features map
exported from the 𝐿th layer of the network. We refer to the
neural features loss as 𝐿𝑛 and the total objective function is
formulated as follows:
𝐿 = 𝐿2 + 𝜆1 𝐿𝑏1 + 𝜆2 𝐿𝑏2 + 𝜆3 𝐿𝑛

(3)

which 𝜆1 , 𝜆2 , 𝜆3 are coefficients for balancing the effects of
different losses.

3.5

Figure 2: In each row from left to right: the original
image. mask image. and generated image. In the second column, different row have different mask areas.

Training

Our hyperparameter settings in the training process are
similar to those in DCGAN [30]. In the generative network, we
used Batch Normalization [16] and each convolutional layer is
followed by a ReLU activation layer. But the discrimination
network did not use Batch Normalization.

4

EXPERIMENT

We carried out comprehensive experiments to evaluate the
inpainting ability of our model. We set 𝜆1 =200, 𝜆2 =200, 𝜆3
=0.05 during the training process.

4.1

Dataset

We used the ImageNet dataset, which covers more than 1000
objects. We used 20112 images from ImageNet as the training
set, and 5500 images from standard test images as the test
set. We cropped all the training images and scaled them to
24×24 pixels. During the training, the size of mask is fixed
to be 8×8 pixels, with position fixed to the center. During
the test, there is no restriction to the size and location of
the mask. In order to avoid over-fitting, we performed data
augmentation, including flip, shift, and rotation.

4.2

Figure 3: In each row from left to right: the original
image. mask image. and generated image. In the second column, different row have different mask size.

Image Inpainting

Visual Effects: During the testing process, the size and
location of mask areas of each image are randomly selected.
A batch of inpaiting results are shown in the figure 4. It is
shown that the generated images are visually pleasant. We
also modify the location and the size of the mask to evaluate
the model performance. The results are shown in the figure 2
and figure 3. It is shown that under different size and location
of mask, our model is always capable of realistic inpainting.
Table 5: Quantitative Results
Method

PSNR

SSIM

PatchMatch
Ours

17.9027
24.3315

0.8997
0.9599

Quantitative Results: we also run quantitative assessments. We performed an evaluation on the standard dataset

Figure 4: Batch results

and evaluated the results using the PSNR (peak-to-noise
ratio) and SSIM (structural similarity index). The results are
shown in Table 5 and show our method are better than PM.

5

CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed an image inpainting approach
based on GANs. The proposed model consists of a generator,
two discriminators and a novel neural feature network, which
jointly guide the inpainted images to be consistent both
in content and structure. Both qualitative and quantitative

Generative Image Inpainting With Neural Features
results show that the proposed approach can generate realistic
images, where the synthesised content is consistent with
existing image, both in pixel and semantic level, even with
large area missing. In the future, we will extend the neural
feature network to other applications.
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